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About This Game

Welcome to Wild Game Hunter VR, the first VR hunting game for the HTC Vive! It’s all the fun of hunting with none of the
long walks, hard days, and boring company.

Grab your rifle, get outdoors, and bag some wild game! In this immersive virtual reality hunting experience, you'll get only a
few chances for the perfect shot. You'll be fully immersed in a variety of 360 degree woodlands. Critters and nature surround

you while you play through multiple levels hunting for wild game! Make sure to check all your sides, animals lurk in all corners
of the forest and you have to be quick to get them all.

You can bag yourself a small deer.
Or a big ol' buck!

But be careful of the boar...
And watch out for the bears!

Pick your poison. Hunt for your prize. But be smart - these animals come from all angles. You have to be a quick-witted
sharpshooter to bag every single one.

Shoot straight. Be great. Welcome to the world of Wild Game Hunter VR.
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Very Classic <3. It took me a while to locate the 'On' for the M.F.D.s (almost directly to your right) and the H.U.D. (top scroller
to the left of the keypad under the H.U.D. - directly in front of me, duh), but everything works great, including all of the other
instruments I found.. This is more arcade than simulation and for that reason i can't recommend it. The battles fail to keep you
engaged for someone that loves depth and strategy you will be disappointed but if you are looking for a good naval arcade
shooter then this is for you.

6.5/10 this is not a strategy imo it's arcade.. The art style is really lovely! Very colorful and bright. The few battles have a bit of
a learning curve but are not frustrating. The puzzles are progressively more difficult--but I'm just not much of a puzzle person.
The story is funny, self-aware as a fantasy genre, and plays a lot on other pop culture games. It was a fun way to spend an hour
and a half (less if I had gotten the battles the first few times).. If you're from the UK, are politically aware, and have a consience
and a sense of humour, you'll appreciate this game!. Is it best game? Maybe not yet. Is it the most fun game? YES! Join and you
will be help the development of great game! Very cheap.. Eh, 4000+ hours later, they deserve 10 bucks. Or 20 as the case may
be. <see also the zombie auto clicker>. 18 minutes well spent.

2D shoot stuff. (whole game).. Wow this was terrible

I'm not complaining about it being a casual game. I like both traditional "real" point and click games and casual hidden object
ones like this but this one was frustrating. The character you play as is superbly annoying and handholds you through everything.
I got bored a good fifteen minutes in.

The only reason I was mad enough to write a review though is that when I exited the game, I found I couldn't delete it, because it
didn't properly shut down. I couldn't launch anything else because "Robin's Quest is running" when I'd quit. I couldn't relaunch
the game to try to shut it down again because it was "already running". I had to shut it down in Task Manager to clear it up,
because it still didn't stop "running" for a good ten minutes after I closed it.
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My goto for benchmarking my overclocks for my computer.. Great game with a simple concept, I played this years ago and just
loved the gameplay then, and I still love the gameplay now. It's easy to just pass the time or to tell yourself that you'll stop when
you finish a level, nope, it's a game that'll keep you on your feet. First and foremost, this is not a game. Now I don't mean this in
a bad way, but it is a simulator not a game (or even a simulator type game). Most of this game is watching the slow evolution of
creatures. Unlike Spore, you do not have some advanced creature editor where you can create your own creatures. Instead most
of the simulator is changing variables and using rovers to put evolutionary pressure on the living organisms in your world.

A good analogy for this game is that it is to Spore, as Universe Sandbox is to Space Engineers. If you are passionate about
biology and evolution then this is the "game" for you.. This game could have been better. The concept itself is kind of
interesting however there are certain things that is wrong about this game.

Pros:
- The concept of the game.

Cons:
1. The pursuer of this game is a god damn joke. You're basically chased by a bald head (who needs anger management therapy)
NOT a scary looking pursuer.

2. The music. The one theme where you hear a woman's voice humming like a ghost is THE MOST annoying music ever.
Doesnt make the game scary, just that it feels like something is constantly poking your earlobe with a toothpick.

3. The AI(Janitor) doesnt lose sight of you unless you're extremely far away from him. In other horror games like
outlast, the AI can lose sight of you and wont know where your exact location is when you turn the corner but not in
this game. Even if you manage to turn to a corner and hide behind a curtain after losing him for 4 second, he still know
exactly where you are. This the stupidest AI implementation ever in any horror game I've ever played.

4. Level design. A lot of areas in this level, especially when you're in the main building 2(I think its the main building 2)
does not have much space for you to out maneuver the ai and the level also had tons and tons of dead ends. Because of
this added to the fact that the AI doesnt lose sight of you, you're basically fcked.

5. Forced death.  In the first boss fight, despite managing to solve the puzzle the game does not have the quick time
event prompt when you're trying to avoid death and since there's no quick time event prompt, I had to do the whole
thing again. After several tries and some google searching, turns out I do not have a lighter. Basically if you do not have
any of the essential items BEFORE reaching a certain point, the game forces you to die. This is a really
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game mechanic here.

6. There's a lot of interuptions in this game when you're trying to do a puzzle. Interruption from the AI. This is also a
really stupid mechanic.

7. Finally in terms of the game being a horror genre, it fails miserably due to the vast number of cons that I've
mentioned. I did not feel like I'm playing a horror game rather I'm actually playing a frustrating game that tries hard
to be a horror.

I havent finish this game yet and am not gonna bother finishing it.

I'm giving this game a 1\/10.. The fast-paced, arena action of Metal Drift will easily satisfy your craving for a quick
action game, and the multiplayer is phenomenal. The graphics are nice and the framerate is steady. The controls take
some getting used to, but are actually quite good. There's absolutely no story whatsoever in Metal Drift, but the
announcer during games is actually more entertaining than you'd think.

With 5 arenas, and a leveling system that allows players to unlock new weapons and tank upgrades, Metal Drift is an
absolutely excellent first-person tank soccer sim.
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